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Legislation (e.g., new legislation or
regulations that have impacted
the transfer pricing landscape in
your country.)

While the key transfer pricing regulations were not
materially changed in 2018, various court rulings and
regulatory changes will have significant impact on in-
dividual transfer pricing questions. The comparative
stability in 2018 is partially due to the extensive
changes that were made in 2017, especially with
regard to transfer pricing documentation (see below),
and partially due to somewhat of a political deadlock,
i.e., the Ministry of Finance has been working on new
guidelines on the application of the arm’s length prin-
ciple for some time now, but due to various factors,
these are still not published.

However, several individual pieces of the regula-
tions changed.

Most notably, the 1999 special rules on ‘‘pooling
contracts,’’ which governed certain types of shared
services and common intra-group developments, were
cancelled on July 5, 2018, for transactions occurring
after 2019. This materially moves Germany in line
with the international consensus, and now explicitly
refers to chapter VII of the OECD Guidelines.

Germany also introduced new requirements to dis-
close shareholdings in foreign entities or permanent
establishments (PEs), including newly-founded enti-
ties or PEs.1 While this does not directly impact trans-
fer pricing, it is a part of a drive by German
authorities to increase tax transparency, and could
lead to additional taxpayers coming under close scru-
tiny. In particular, founding new entities is often
closely associated with investigations regarding the
so-called ‘‘relocation of functions’’ legislation.

Another interesting development within Germany
concerned the tax treatment of debt waivers in re-
structuring cases. The highest financial court (BFH)
ruled on two cases on August 23, 20172 and found that
the Ministry of Finance had overstepped its authority
in issuing updated regulations in early 2017. In turn,
the Ministry of Finance issued another document to
the tax authorities clarifying that the decision by the
BFH should be ignored for other cases.

Cases and Rulings (e.g., recent
transfer pricing cases or rulings, as
well as changes in the volume or
types of transfer pricing cases being
litigated.)

One of the most interesting rulings was issued by the
European Court of Justice on a German transfer pric-
ing case3. In the case of Hornbach, a DIY retail chain,
the German tax authorities applied a correction on
the transfer prices according to Article 1 of the
German Foreign Tax Act4. This article stipulates that
income statements of a German taxpayer can be ad-
justed if they had been too low due to the transfer
pricing with a foreign related entity. In essence, the
ECJ ruled that, generally such regulations are com-
patible with European law, but that it must be pos-
sible for the taxpayer to justify its income situation
based on economic reasons. Crucially, the law should
be assessed to determine whether it takes into consid-
eration economic reasons resulting from the share-
holding ownership between the entities. This would of
course be a major shift, since the arm’s length prin-
ciple usually references economic circumstances
except the fact that the entities are related. However,
the true implications of the case remain to be seen; it
seems somewhat unlikely that Germany would devi-
ate from the general definition of the arm’s length
principle.

Transfer Pricing Documentation
(e.g., new master file or local file
requirements, as well as other
documentation or reporting
requirements.)

In 2017, Germany adopted the OECD documentation
requirements regarding the Country-by-Country re-
porting, Master file and Local File concepts, most no-
tably by changing the
’’Gewinnabgrenzungsaufzeichnungs-Verordnung,’’5

i.e., the relevant regulations on transfer pricing docu-
mentation.

However, the new regulations are applicable to fi-
nancial years beginning after December 31, 2016, so
in effect 2017 often was the first year to be docu-
mented according to the new guidelines. While many
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taxpayers had already voluntarily started this process for 2016,
some were kept busy in 2018 preparing 2017 documentation.

As discussed above, the rules on the documentation of pool-
ing contracts have been replaced by a reference to OECD chap-
ter VII.

Transfer Pricing Examinations/Audits
(e.g., any changes in the tax authorities’
focus on transfer pricing issues during an
examination or changes in the way tax
authorities audit transfer pricing issues, as
well as a discussion of any changes or
enhancements to the MAP process.)

German Tax Authorities increased their audit focus on
‘‘DEMPE’’ functions for various intangibles and increasingly
stipulate that local German companies conduct some of these
functions. Thus, a key focus area is the licensing of intangibles,
both inbound and outbound. Moreover, German authorities
stipulate that umbrella brands should be licensed, i.e. that
German companies should charge a (sometimes additional) li-
cense to subsidiaries, even when the umbrella brand is not the
main focus of the business.

These items can be addressed by conducting a thorough eco-
nomic analysis of the situation, and highlighting the Value
Chain of the company, as the authors did in a number of audits.

The other relevant change has been the increasing influx of
Federal Auditors specialized in transfer pricing. While corpo-
rate taxes are normally audited by state auditors in Germany,
the federal tax office has a duty to ensure common standards.
Over the past few years, it has pushed forward by educating
hundreds of new transfer pricing specialists, who now com-
monly join state auditors. In effect this means transfer pricing
audits are becoming more common, more thorough, and often
more aggressive.

In terms of the MAP process, the change in the responsibili-
ties in Italy have somewhat improved the work flow between
Italy and Germany, so taxpayers can hope for a ‘‘slightly’’
speedier process.

What Can We Expect in 2019? (e.g., any
anticipated transfer pricing developments
or issues that we should be aware of as
we enter 2019.)

The most important pending document is the expected regu-
latory guidelines on the application of the arm’s length prin-
ciple. Although it is uncertain that this will be published or

finalized in 2019, it is widely believed it will set important stan-
dards for years on various calculation models and therefore
could mean a fundamental shift. In particular, German tax au-
thorities plan to implement and interpret many of the BEPS
chapters 8-10 (value creation) provisions in this document.

In audit practice, transfer pricing audits will intensify over
2019, especially since tax authorities now have access to the
first Country-by-Country documents and can use the new
OECD guidance. This will undoubtedly lead to an increased
focus on transfer pricing audits of intangibles.

Beyond this, Germany is currently actively seeking to estab-
lish a European consensus on any special taxes for the digital
economy, however the German position on this could quickly
change if 2019 brings a change in government.

Lastly, the highest financial Court (BFH) has accepted an
appeal6 against a former decision by the (lower) financial court
of Münster from 2016, which had stipulated that external CUPs
could not be used to set intra-group interest rates7, and that
there might be a preference for the cost-plus method. Whether
the BFH will render a decision in 2019 remains to be seen, but
due to the large difference that the two methods can mean for
intra-group interest rates, the decision will prove to be an inter-
esting one.
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NOTES
1 February 5th, changed already on July 18th: Mitteilungspflichten
bei Auslandsbeziehungen nach § 138 Absatz 2 und § 138b AO in der
Fassung des Steuerumgehungsbekämpfungsgesetzes (StUmgBG).
2 BFH cases 23.8.2017 I R 52/14 and 23.8.2017 X R 38/15.
3 ECJ, decision from May 31st 2018 – C-382/16.
4 Auszensteuergesetz.
5 Verordnung zu Art, Inhalt und Umfang von Aufzeichnungen im
Sinne des § 90 Absatz 3 der Abgabenordnung
(Gewinnabgrenzungsaufzeichnungs-Verordnung - GAufzV).
6 BFH - I R 4/17.
7 Cf the article Alexander Vögele, Philip de Homont, and Georg
Dettmann in BNA Transfer Pricing Forum Volume 9, Issue I, March
2018.
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